
Seamless clinical and financial workflows from pre-visit bill resolution

Clinical-First EHR and Managed Billing Services

Accelerated cash flow

Pre-visit real-time eligibility and pre-claim 
edit checks boost first-pass clean claim 
rates to help you get paid more, faster. 

Peace of mind

Feel confident billing is compliant, 
revenue is maximized, and financial 

insight is transparent.


Flexibility and support

The freedom and flexibility to get paid 
your way, with a proven primary care 
managed billing team ready to help.

A unified healthcare payment solution you can trust to improve clinical and financial 
outcomes while reducing administrative burden.

Turnkey managed billing services you can trust

Insurance 
credentialing

Inbound patient 
call center

$

Electronic  + 
paper statements

Implementation 
+ support

Revenue 
cycle services

Real-time 
eligibility

Patient-centered healthcare from pre-visit to bill resolution

inquiries@elationhealth.com elationhealth.com

Seamless, one-click 
in-chart virtual 

care workflow - no 
login or app 
download

$

Electronic + paper 
statements, 

inbound patient call 
center, patient 

payment posting

Pre-claim edit 
checks and 

clearinghouse 
claim 

submission

Empower patients to 
manage care with in-

person and virtual 
appointment self-

scheduling

Engage patients with 
automated reminders 
and notifications, pre-

visit payment 
collection

Prevent denials with 
automated pre-visit 

insurance and benefit 
coverage eligibility

Collect accurate clinical and 
financial information before 

the visit with electronic 
intake forms

Intuitive charting, 
ePrescribing, eOrders, 

templated notes, clinical 
reminders, and referrals

Claim tracking + follow-
up, rejection + denial 

rebilling, and ERA/EOB 
payment posting

Before the visit During the visit After the visit

A unified healthcare solution
Unified clinical EHR documentation, clinical connectivity, and medical billing workflows 
give you the freedom to focus on delivering phenomenal patient care instead of billing 
compliance and oversight.

Assessment/Plan

Encounter for general adul medical

examination without abnormal findings 

Diabetes 

Hypertension

Asthma
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1:

1:
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Z00.00

E11.9

I10

Actions

Export all Crosswalked 
(A Billing)

Problem List

Billing Information

99395: [Z00.00, Z68.25, E11.9,

I10, J45.909, K21,9]

Patient Payment $25.00

Edit Billing

Automated workflows to maximize revenue
Front-office, clinical, and financial workflows that reduce manual billing intervention, 
and prevent denials before they happen.

Improved clinical and financial patient experience
Streamline visits to enhance the patient experience with self-scheduling, text and email 
reminders, online patient payments, digital intake forms, personalized statements, and more. 
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